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We have obtained the bound state energy eigenvalues and the corresponding wave functions of the Klein – 
Gordon particles for the unequal scalar and vector Hulthen plus Yukawa potential.  The generalized parametric 
form of Nikiforov-Uvarov (NU) method is used in the calculation.  By approximate choice of potential 
parameters our potential reduces to three well known potentials: Hulthen, Yukawa and Coloumb potentials and 
their corresponding energies are evaluated. Our results under limiting cases are consistent with those available in 
the literature. We have also obtained the numerical values of our results.  
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1. Introduction 
The exact solutions of the non-relativistic and relativistic equations with the central potential play an important 
role in quantum mechanics [1-4].  In fact, exact solution of quantum system is significant in physics and solving 
the non – relativistic and relativistic equations is still an interesting work in the existing literature [6-12]. 
 In the relativistic limit, the particle motions are commonly described using either the Klein – Gordon or 
the Dirac equations [8,13] depending on the spin character of the particles.  The spin-zero particles like the 
mesons are described by the Klein-Gordon equation and the spin half   particles such as electrons are described 
satisfactorily by the Dirac equation.  One of the interesting problems in nuclear and high energy physics is to 
obtain exact solution of the Klein-Gordon and the Dirac equations.  In recent years, many studies have been 
carried out to explore the relativistic energy eigenvalues and the corresponding wave functions of these wave 
equations [14-17]. 
 Recently, the study of exponential-type potentials has attracted much attention to many authors both in 
non – relativistic quantum mechanics and relativistic quantum mechanics [18-27].  These potentials include the 
Manning-Rosen potential [28], Eckart-type potential [25,26], multi-parameter exponential-type potentials [20-23] 
and others.  It should be mentioned that most contributions appearing in the literature are concerned with the s-
wave case.  However, for the l -wave, one can only solve approximately by using a suitable approximation 
scheme [29]. 
 Hulthen potential is one of the short-range potentials that has been studied in physics [30].  This 
potential has applications in different branches of physics such as atomic physics [31], nuclear and high- energy 
physics [32], solid-state physics [33] and chemical physics [34].  The Hulthen potential has been studied by 
some authors in both the non-relativistic and relativistic quantum mechanics [11,35-38].  Another potential of 
great important is Yukawa potential. This potential is also a short range potential and has applications in high 
energy physics [39]. Also, in atomic and molecular physics, Yukawa potential is used   as a screened coulomb 
potential and it is also referred to as Debye – Huckel potential in plasma physics [40].  Thus, it is worth 
investigating the solution of the Klein – Gordon equation with combined Hulthen and  Yukawa potentials. 
 In this work, we attempt to find the approximate bound state solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation 
with unequal scalar and vector Hulthen plus Yukawa potentials with arbitrary l-state.  The paper is organized as 
follows. In section 2, the review of Nikiforov – Uvarov method is presented.  Factorization method is presented 
in section 3.  We give the bound state solution of Klein – Gordon equation for Hulthen plus Yukawa potentials in 
section 4.  The special cases of our potential are discussed in section 5.  Finally, a brief conclusion is given in 
section 6. 
 
2. Nikiforov – Uvarov (NU) method 
 To solve second order differential equations, the NU method can be used with an appropriate coordinate 
transformation ( )rss =  [43] 
( ) ( )( ) ( )
( )














τψ       1 
Where ( )sσ  and ( )sσ~  are polynomials, at most of second – degree, and ( )sτ~  is a first – degree polynomial.  
The following equation is a general form of the Schrödinger – like equation written for any potential [44, 45]. 
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According to the parametric generalization of the NU method, the wave functions and the energy eigenvlaues 
equation, respectively, are found as [44, 45] 
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( ) ( )( ) ( ) ,02211212 93837383952 =+++−+++++− ccccccnncccncnnc  4 
where 
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In some cases 03 =c  and for this type the composites of the wave functions of Eq. (3) change as 
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Hence, the solution given by Eq. (3) becomes as [44] 
( ) ( ).111101312 scLess cnscc −=Ψ         8 
 
3. Factorization method 
 The time – independent Klein – Gordon equation with the scalar potential   ( )rS  and vector potential 
( )rV  in the natural unit 1== cℏ is defined as [5, 7] 
( )( ) ( )( )[ ] ( ) 0,,222 =Ψ+−−+∇ ϕθrmrSErV ,     9 
where m  is the rest mass, E  is the relativistic energy, 2∇  is the Laplace operator.  In the spherical coordinates, 
the Klein – Gordon equation for a particle in the presence of the Hulthen plus Yukawa potentials  ( )rV  
becomes 
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If one assign the total wave function as ( ) ( ) ( )ϕθϕθ ,,, lmY
r
rR
r =Ψ     11 
Eq. (10) is separated into variables and the following equations are obtained: 
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( )11 2 5 9 3 82 2c c c c c c= − + +
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where ( ) ( ) ( )ϕθϕθ ΦΘ=,lmY         15 
and 
2m  and ( )1+= llλ  are the separation constants.   Equations (13) and (14) are spherical harmonic 
function ( )ϕθ ,lmY  whose solutions are well known [1]  
 
4. Bound state solutions of the radial Klein – Gordon equation  with Hulthen plus Yukawa 
potentials 
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 where 1010 ,, andVVSS  are the potential depths, α  is the range of the potential, and r  is the distance from 
the equilibrium position.  Substituting Eq. (16) into Eq. (12), we obtain the radial Klein – Gordon equation for 
the Hulthen plus Yukawa potentials. 
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It is well known that Eq. (17) has no analytical solution for 0≠l  due to the centrifugal term.  Therefore, we 



























≈          18b 
Substituting Eqs. (18a) and (18b) into Eq. (17) yields, 
( )

































































































































































































































Simplying Eq.(19) in view of the new variable 
res α2−= , we obtain  the following  hypergeometric – type 
equation  
( ) ( )
( )
( )




















   20 
where 
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.1321 === ccc           24a 
Other coefficients are determined from Eq. (5) as 
2
1
,0 54 −== cc  







































































































































































Substituting Eqs. (24a) and (24b) into Eq. (4), we obtain the energy eigenvalues equation of the Hulthen plus 
Yukawa potentials as 
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and 



















β      28 
In order to test the accuracy of our work, we computed the numerical values of our results as presented in tables 
1-4 which are consistent with those obtained in the literature. For a special case: Equal scalar and vector 
potential, ( ) ( )rSrV =  (i.e 00 VS =  and 11 VS = ), the energy spectrum of Eq. (26) reduces to  































































α   29 
Substituting Eqs. (24a) and (24b) into Eq. (3), we obtain the radial wave function for this system as 




































and     nl
N  is the normalization constant.   
 
5. A few limiting cases  
 Let us now study some limiting cases of our potential.  By choosing appropriate parameters in the 
Hulthen plus Yukawa potentials, we can obtain some well known potentials. 
5.1 Hulthen potential  
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with the corresponding energy eigenvalues (for pure vector potential) as 
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5.2 Yukawa Potential 
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with the energy spectrum (for pure vector potential) obtained as 
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34 
This result is consistent with those found in the literature [ 42,47 ] for s-wave  as shown in table 1. 
5.3 Coulomb potential  
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6. Conclusion 
 We have presented approximate analytical bound state solutions to the Klein – Gordon equation for the 
Hulthen plus Yukawa potentials for arbitrary l - state by using parametric generalization of the NU method.  We 
have explicitly obtained the energy eigenvalues and the corresponding wave function of the Klein – Gordon 
particles for unequal scalar and vector potentials.  We have discussed some special cases of our potential.  We 
have also computed our results numerically and compare it with others.  Under limiting cases our results are 
compatible with those available in the literature. 
 
Table 1: Comparison of Klein – Gordon ground state energies for different parameter values 
 ( 0100 === SSV ) 
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Table 2: Energy eigenvalues for Hulthen plus Yukawa potentials with          
,5.0,2.0,04.0,1 010 =−=== SVVm  05.0,1.01 =−= αS  
for different values of n  and l  
n  l  )( 1−+ fmEnl  )(
1−−
− fmEnl  





























Table 3: Energy eigenvalues (pure vector is 010 == SS ) with                    
1.0,5.0,1 10 === VVm  and 05.0=α  for different values of n  and l  
n  l  )( 1−fmEnl  




















Table 4: Energy eigenvalues (pure scalar i.e. 010 == VV ) with          
3.0,6.0,1 10 === SSm  and 05.0=α  for different values of n  and l  
n  l  )( 1−fmEnl  
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Fig.(1).  The centrifugal term (1/r
2
) and its approximation for 0.1.α =  
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